
Close finish likely in SRUC student’s
Winter Wheat Challenge

This seasons Winter Wheat Challenge, supported by the Mains of Loirston
Trust, is hotting up and, according to SRUC supervising staff, the
competition has never been closer at this time of year.
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SRUC Welcomes Prestigious ‘European
Conference in Precision Agriculture’
to Edinburgh

Over 400 delegates from research and industry meet in Edinburgh on Monday
17th July to examine how precision agriculture can address the challenge of
feeding a growing world population.

SRUC Elmwood  is ready steady (cook)

The Hospitality team at the Elmwood Campus of SRUC has been hitting the road
recently with their Ready Steady Cook roadshow.
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Press release: Special delivery for
Kielder Salmon Centre

Two giant new fish tanks have been delivered to the hatchery at the
Environment Agency’s Kielder Salmon Centre.

The fibre glass tanks, which measure 9 metres across by 1.5 metres deep,
weigh more than 500kg and can hold 50,000 litres of water each, will be the
final stop for thousands of young salmon before they are released into
tributaries of the River Tyne.

The old tanks had been in use since the hatchery opened in 1980, and were at
risk of failing and flooding the nearby office and visitor centre.

Young salmon will be ‘stronger and fitter’

Richard Bond, manager of Kielder Salmon Centre, said:

It was a relief to see the new tanks arrive safely, and our young
salmon will be stronger and fitter in future because of the
improved conditions we can now provide.

During the summer and autumn months up to 150,000 small fish aged between
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four to eight months will be stored in each tank.

There are only two manufacturers of tanks this size in the UK, so they had to
be brought on a long road trip from Aberdeen down to the salmon centre.

Specialist fitters were given the job of installing the £200,000 tanks on to
concrete bases, specially strengthened to support the eventual 128 tonne
weight of the tanks when filled.

The new concrete slab was laid with space and water supplies for five smaller
tanks which it’s hoped will be installed in future as the work of the
hatchery expands.

Kielder Salmon Centre is run by the Environment Agency and is open to
visitors every day from April to September from 10am until 4pm. Visitors can
take a self-guided tour to discover some incredible facts about the wild
salmon, endangered freshwater mussels which are also looked after at the
hatchery, and other interesting species in their local environment.


